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so far, we have found that we can retrieve the serial number from all versions of windows
using the get-wmiobject win32_pnpsignedon.deviceid and the get-wmiobject

win32_portabledevice.deviceid commands. these commands work across all windows
systems. you can then list the devices to determine what the values are, and what they

mean. in some cases, the value can be just a number. in other cases, it can be a
combination of a number and a letter. in some cases, it will be a combination of a letter

and a number. for each of the devices we discussed in the previous sections, we have the
following: scoped device name manufacturer name model number pci vendor id pci

device id serial number (wadid) serial number (product id) wadid & serial number the
serial number (wadid) is the serial number assigned to the device by the manufacturer

when the device is shipped. the serial number (product id) is a microsoft assigned
number for the device. the wadid is not a serial number. the wadid is merely an identifier,
and if you need a unique identifier, use the wadid. the wadid will change if the device is

replaced. if you look at the above image, you will notice that the wadid matches the
wadid from the serialized device. in this case, the wadid is 51-56d-2725-1042-2d-0a6-01.
again, if you need a unique identifier, use the wadid. if you are looking at other serialized

tools, devices, or batteries, you will find that the serial number matches the serial
number (product id) assigned to the component by microsoft. in the cases where a

serialized component was already on the system, the serial number will match the wadid
from the original component.
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the certificate of number is issued to the owner of the boat. it is valid for 3 years from the
date of issuance. the application is processed by the local chamber of commerce, which

issues the certificate if the owner passes an interview with the chamber and all the
required checks are passed. the certificate of hull number is issued to the owner of the

boat. it is valid for 3 years from the date of issuance. the application is processed by the
local chamber of commerce, which issues the certificate if the owner passes an interview
with the chamber and all the required checks are passed. you can see the actual serial
number for this usb device in the windows device manager. we'll use that as the base

value when comparing the registry value. what you will see is that windows reports the
actual serial number, and then it has a number inserted before the ampersand character.
this value is not a serial number. you can also see the actual serial number reported by
the chromeos device. it is much the same value as windows reports, but the number is

different. so what does this mean? well, we've just seen that we have a value in the
registry that is not a serial number. furthermore, this value is often not the device serial

number. so what does it mean? well, based on our experience with other usb devices, we
would have to assume that the software that generates these values, or at least the

machine that does, is using the serial number of the usb device as a kind of template for
the number. this number (the serial number) is then inserted before the ampersand

character. 5ec8ef588b
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